Continuous Testing Is Key for Enterprises to Adopt AI Platforms

While the introduction of AI-as-a-Service is a paradigm shift that makes AI adoption easier for enterprises, AI assurance is even harder in the SaaS model. Establishing a continuous testing ecosystem helps deploy both rapid upgrades to the AI platform and continuous changes to enterprise IT assets. Here is a practitioner’s view of design considerations for establishing such an ecosystem for AI-as-a-Service adoption.
Executive Summary

Artificial intelligence (AI) elevates the quality of human lives by solving some of the most important problems that we face today. The adoption of AI in businesses remakes the world of commerce, by making enterprises more creative and competitive. Per the Gartner Hype Cycle,\(^1\) AI is entering a golden age and will attain greater heights over the near and long term.

Another game-changer has been Software-as-a-Service (SaaS), which has transformed software production and consumption models. Built on the principles of cloud computing, the SaaS market is valued at $60.3 billion today and is expected to grow at 9% CAGR from 2019 through 2023.\(^2\) SaaS models have enabled companies to focus increasingly on their core businesses, leaving software development challenges to vendors.

According to Gartner’s top AI trends in 2019,\(^3\) most organizations’ preference for acquiring AI capabilities is shifting toward having them infused in off-the-shelf enterprise applications. Hence, enterprise application/platform providers such as Salesforce, Microsoft, Amazon, Google, SAP, etc. are embedding AI technologies within their offerings as well as introducing AI platform capabilities and embracing the AI-as-a-Service model. This evolution has made AI adoption easier for enterprises.\(^4\)

Quality assurance (QA) in general (and testing in particular) plays a vital role in AI platform adoption. AI platform testing is complex for the following reasons:

- Testing AI demands intelligent processes, virtualized cloud resources, specialized skills and AI-enabled tools.
- As AI platform vendors typically strive for rapid innovation and automatic updates of their products, the pace of enterprise testing to accept product updates should be equally fast.
- AI platform products usually lack transparency and interpretability, and so they aren’t easily explainable.\(^5\) Hence, it is difficult to trust testing.
Figure 1 summarizes the vectors of change that add complexity to testing in an AI platform adoption.

### Vectors of change that add complexity to testing in AI-as-a-Service model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Market-led</th>
<th>Technology-led</th>
<th>Domain-led</th>
<th>Human-led</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Increased digitalization.</td>
<td>AI to test AI.</td>
<td>Localization.</td>
<td>Diversity.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Modern QA shifts the role of testing from defect detection to prevention. Moreover, the quality of AI is very much dependent on the quality of the training models and the data used for training. Therefore, unlike conventional SaaS testing models that only focus on cloud resources, logic, interfaces and user configurations, AI testing should additionally cover areas such as training, learning, reasoning, perceptions, manipulations, etc., depending on the AI solution context. This white paper presents a perspective view of a testing framework for enterprise AI platform adoption, based on learnings attained through real-world implementations.
AI test design considerations in a SaaS model

Modularity helps solve complex problems, which includes AI testing. In an AI-as-a-Service model, the AI algorithm is provided by a platform vendor and then IT enterprises configure it by developing interfaces and providing data for training to enhance end-customer trust of AI-based intelligent applications. Therefore, AI testing should address the basic components of data, algorithm, integration and user experiences.

Secondly, testing should validate the functional fitment of the solution within enterprise IT. It should certify the configuration of an AI platform product in the business ecosystem, such that the business purpose of AI adoption is met. It should also verify the training model used to raise the solution in an organizational construct.

Thirdly, the approach that the AI algorithm adapts – such as statistical methods, soft computing, etc. — must be addressed in the algorithm validation process. Though the solution is a black box, necessary coverage should be established to certify its validity.

Finally, the tools that AI logic applies – such as search, optimization, probability, etc. — should be covered in the functional validation process.

Figure 2 summarizes the various test elements that the AI testing framework should address.

Typical AI test elements in AI-as-a-Service model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AI Components</th>
<th>AI Problems</th>
<th>AI Approaches</th>
<th>Tools Used in AI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experience.</td>
<td>Learning.</td>
<td>Symbolic AI.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NLP.</td>
<td>Search.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Perception.</td>
<td>Mathematical optimization.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Manipulation.</td>
<td>Probability.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Economics models.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
It is critical to apply the nuances of AI to each test element. For example, data assurance strategy should address the complexities that the AI solution would introduce in terms of type, quality, volume, velocity, variability, variety and value of data. Figure 3 presents a practical list of test attributes for test design considerations.

We found that QA maturity is critically important for an organization to choose an AI platform solution. The key to success is a high degree of test automation, without which enterprises cannot manage frequent releases of the AI platform (and the products within) as well as ongoing internal application releases.
Importance of continuous testing in AI platform adoption

To keep pace with the evolution of AI and SaaS delivery, enterprises must modernize their data and interface infrastructures. Engineering methodologies behind enterprise IT application interface development and data administration practices should support the rapid release cycles that the AI vendor would follow. To make it happen, continuous integration (CI) techniques have proven effective.\(^6\)

While automation is the basis of CI, test automation in a CI construct is fraught with challenges. Each code integration is verified by an automated build, followed by an automated “smoke test,” allowing teams to detect problems early in the lifecycle. It is important to understand and overcome these challenges and find a way to automate tests by applying CI techniques to enable seamless and continuous delivery (CD).\(^7\) In summary, CD is driven by CI.

In CI, code is logged-in several times a day and then recompiled, generating multiple QA feedback loops. Thus, development teams must collaborate and make frequent deployments, which mandates greater levels of process automation. Also, to successfully apply CI, automation of the builds and deployment process are critical; this eventually ensures self-testing builds.

We observed that evolution of the Agile and DevOps models has accelerated the feedback loop between development and testing, institutionalizing continuous testing (CT) and continuous development that resulted in CD.\(^8\) In this way, DevOps enterprises are always ready for the faster release cycles inside and outside their four walls.
Challenges of automating QA in continuous delivery

In our efforts to help customers implement SaaS-based AI platforms, our teams have observed and solved a number of challenges. Since the release of AI platform products are more frequent, the stability of the code behind each application interface and data extraction decreases. Additionally, when distributed teams work together, such as in an Agile model, functionalities and AI interfaces change across multiple Sprints. Hence, automating QA is far from an easy task. Key AI adoption challenges that our testing teams have overcome include:

I **Ensuring test coverage:** It is absolutely critical to sync AI product release functionalities with enterprise application functionalities. As the code for interfaces and data extraction are integrated continuously, chances are that critical tests for a particular requirement could be missed. Also, unanticipated code changes could lead to limited test coverage during test automation.

I **Costlier defect fixes:** When test coverage is not complete, defects that belong to an earlier Sprint or product release are detected much later in the development/deployment cycle. Once the data and application interfaces are in production, fixing these defects becomes significantly more expensive.

I **Compromised user performance:** As AI product releases are frequent and software data features are added incrementally, there is a risk that user experiences of the AI solution will be suboptimal. Automated experience assurance at build levels is complex and time-consuming.

I **Multitier model of AI solutions:** In a multilayer model, performance is distributed across layers, and QA must be orchestrated across the ecosystem.

I **AI solution to unlearn to accept the fixes:** The AI solution may have learned to live with the errors/bugs of prior releases. Unlearning them and retraining the algorithms to accept the fixes is a complex activity. To do this, test results and training models should be aligned.

I **Leading with trust:** As AI is making systems autonomous, we as humans fundamentally need assurance so that we can trust these systems. Since AI products are already lacking transparency, building automation on top of it will only add more complexity.

I **Tough to test:** Validating ethics, bias, etc. is difficult to achieve through automated testing.
Continuous testing ecosystem for AI platform adoption

Enterprise IT assets such as data, applications, infrastructure, etc. are constantly changing. At the same time, AI products are continuously upgraded by the vendor in order to improve experiences and efficiencies. Given this dynamism, it is crucial to establish a continuous testing ecosystem that not only automatically confirms the ever-changing enterprise IT landscape, but also validates the changing versions of the AI product within the context of the enterprise adoption.

To establish a CT ecosystem, we executed the following high-level steps in our client engagements:

1. **Shifting automation test scripts to an enterprise version control tool** to establish a single source of truth. Instead of storing automation scripts in a test management tool or a shared folder structure, they are checked into a version-control repository.

2. **Integrating the automation suite with a code/data build deployment tool** to enable centralized execution and reporting. Test teams align code/data builds with their respective automation test suite. Tool-based auto-deployment during every build was orchestrated to avoid human intervention.

3. **Classifying the automation suite in multiple layers of tests** to speed up feedback at each checkpoint. Tests for each data and code build, such as health check and smoke test, were performed to verify if the key system features and individual services are operational and no blocking defects occur.

4. **Optimizing testing at code and data level** to improve cost and time-to-market. Conventional requirements-based testing tends to result in considerable over-testing without the guarantee of complete coverage. The impact of missed tests on coverage and quality is significant in CI. This typically results in additional QA costs and extended testing timelines that, in turn, impact project success. There are solutions that perform impact analysis to map the code and data changes to affected test cases. This ensures an optimized testing while maximizing test coverage.

5. **Test the training model.** Traditional testing methods only help validate engineering philosophies, not the algorithmic approach of the AI solution. By testing the training model, we could certify if the solution has learned the given instructions — enforced, supervised or unsupervised. It was critical to recreate the same scenarios multiple times to check for correctness and consistency. Similarly, it was also critical to establish a process as part of testing, to train the AI solution to learn from bugs, errors, exceptions and mistakes, etc. Fault/error tolerances were established based on the customer-defined exception handling.
Continuous Testing Is Key for Enterprises to Adopt AI Platforms

Apply a transfer learning model. AI techniques have challenges carrying their experiences from one set of circumstances to another, leading to more and more testing/training in real-world production data. CT setup helps continue the learning from testing through production rollout with less worry about transfer learning.

Embrace intelligent regression. If execution time for overall regression is high, CT setup becomes less effective due to prolonged feedback cycles. To avoid this, a subset of regression was carved out at run-time based on critically impacted areas. The team applied machine learning (ML) to achieve smart regression. Effective ML algorithms that use a probabilistic model for selecting regression tests help optimize the use of cloud resources efficiently and speed testing.

Utilize full regression. This is done overnight or during the weekend, depending on the alignment with recurring build frequencies. This represents the final feedback from the CT ecosystem. The goal is to minimize feedback time by running parallel execution threads or machines.

Figure 4 presents our continuous testing ecosystem approach for AI platform adoption. When there was no manual intervention for testing, bugs, errors, mistakes and any algorithmic exceptions, all became sources of discoveries for the AI solution. Similarly, the actual usage and user preferences also became the source of training that continued through production.
Data extraction: Test design considerations

Successful modern enterprises are data-driven. Technological progression and the proliferation of devices are spewing an avalanche of data. Every commercial technology, AI especially, has been built on the promise that it empowers leaders with the right data at the right time for better decisions. Quality of data is the most important success criterion for AI adoption.

To this end, useful data resides outside the enterprise as much as inside. The ability to extract every useful bit and byte and make it available to the AI engine is therefore a must. Extract, transform and load (ETL) is a heritage term that refers to a data pipeline that collects data from various sources, transforms the data according to business rules and loads it into a destination data store.

The ETL field has advanced to enterprise information integration (EII), enterprise application integration (EAI) and enterprise cloud integration platforms as a service (iPaaS). Irrespective of the technological advancements that provide interoperability among the multiple disparate systems that make up a typical enterprise architecture, the need for data assurance has only grown in importance.

Our teams used an AI data assurance strategy to address key functional testing activities such as map reduce process validation, transformation logic validation, data validation and data storage validation. We also focused on nonfunctional aspects of performance, fail-over and security. Structured data was easier to administer whereas unstructured data that originated outside the enterprise IT is a major headache. Stream processing principles help prepare data in motion – i.e., processing data as soon as it is produced or received from websites, external applications, mobile devices, sensors and other sources through event-driven processing. Checking the quality through established quality gates is an absolute necessity.

Useful data resides outside the enterprise as much as inside. The ability to extract every useful bit and byte and make it available to the AI engine is therefore a must.
Messaging platforms such as Twitter, Instagram, WhatsApp, etc. are popular sources of data. When used, they connect applications, services and devices across various technologies via a cloud-based messaging framework. Most companies we work with need to process data from these platforms. We apply deep learning technologies to the data loads to extend the insights and foresights contained in their systems of record. Some of this data requires neural network solutions to solve complex signal processing and pattern recognition problems including speech-to-text transcription, handwriting recognition and facial recognition. Necessary quality gates are established to test data that spans these platforms. Figure 5 presents the overall framework that we follow in the data test design for AI platform adoption.

**AI/ML-driven data testing: Quality gates**

- Data and metadata validation
- Root cause analysis for error avoidance
- Precognitive monitoring
- Fail-over
AI-driven design elements that can also be applied to the testing process include:

- **Quality gate automation**: ML algorithms can be implemented to determine if the data is a “go” or “no go” based on historical and perceived standards, avoiding inferior customer experiences.

- **Root cause prediction**: Triaging the root cause of a data defect helps continuously improve the data quality. With patterns and correlations, testing teams can implement ML algorithms that trace defects to the root causes. This helps auto-perform remedial tests and fixes before the data progresses to the next stage, leading to self-testing and self-healing.

- **Leveraging precognitive monitoring**: ML algorithms can scout for symptoms in data patterns and associated coding errors and implement corrective steps automatically.

- **Fail-over**: ML algorithms can detect failures and automatically recover to proceed with processing, registering the failure for learning.

**Algorithm: Test design considerations**

When the internals of a software system are known, developing tests is straightforward. In an AI platform solution, “interpretability” of the AI and ML is low – i.e., input/output mapping is the only known element and the mechanism for the underlying AI function (prediction, for example) cannot be looked at or understood. Although traditional black box testing helps address the input/output mapping, when there is lack of transparency humans will have difficulty trusting the testing model.

AI platform solutions that we helped implement were black boxes. Traditional black box testing techniques help us meet most of the test requirements. However, there are unique AI techniques available that help validate AI functionality, so testing can go beyond pure input and output mapping. Key AI-driven black box testing techniques that we have found useful to AI platform adoption are:

- **Posterior predictive checks simulate replicated data under the fitted model**: and then compare these to the observed data. Taking this approach, testing can look for systematic discrepancies between real and simulated data.

- **Genetic algorithms to optimize test cases**: The challenge of generating test cases is to search for a set of data that leads to the highest coverage when used as input to the software being tested. If this problem is solved, the test cases can be optimized. There are adaptive heuristic search algorithms that perform basic acts of natural evolution such as selection, crossover and mutation. In the generation of test cases using heuristic searches, feedback information concerning the tested application is used to determine whether the test data meets the testing requirements. The feedback mechanism gradually adjusts test data until the test requirements are met.
Fuzzy logic-based approaches automatically refine abstract models to generate detailed models that permit the identification of the traceability links.

- **Neural networks for automatic generation of test cases:** These are physical cellular systems that can acquire, store and process experiential knowledge. They mimic the human brain in order to carry out learning tasks. Neural networks learning techniques are used in automatic generation of test cases. In this model, a neural network is trained on a set of test cases applied to the original version of the AI platform product. Network training pivots on inputs and outputs of the system. The trained network can then be used as an artificial oracle for evaluating the correctness of the output produced by new and possibly faulty versions of the AI platform product.

- **Fuzzy logic for model-based regression test selection:** This approach selects test cases on the basis of changes made to the models of a software system. While these approaches are useful in projects that already use model-driven development methodologies, a key obstacle is that the models are generally created at a high level of abstraction. They lack the information needed to build traceability links between the models and coverage-related execution traces from the code level test cases. Fuzzy logic-based approaches automatically refine abstract models to generate detailed models that permit the identification of the traceability links. The process introduces a degree of uncertainty, which is addressed by applying fuzzy logic based on the refinements to allow the classification of the test cases as retestable according to the probabilistic correctness associated with the refinement.
Integration: Test design considerations

All SaaS solutions, AI-as-a-Service included, come with a set of defined web services that enterprise applications and other intelligent sources can interact with to deliver the promised outcome. Additionally, AI platforms come with EAI technologies that use web services to simplify the integration of business processes, workflows and databases across an organization’s systems.

Web services have evolved to provide platform independence – i.e., interoperability. The complexity of these interfaces will demand an increased level of testing to ensure that the systems communicate properly. In a CI/CD environment, it is critical to check the compatibility of these interfaces in every build.

In the AI product adoptions that we worked on, the primary challenge was to virtualize the web services and validate the data flow between the AI platform solution and the application or the IoT interfaces. The reasons for complexity include:

- There is no user interface to test, unless it is consumed or integrated with another application/source that may or may not be ready to test.
- All elements of a service need to be validated no matter which application uses them or how often they might be invoked.
- The underlying security parameters of the services must be validated.
- Connection to services is made through different communication protocols.
- Multiple channels calling a service simultaneously leads to performance and scalability issues.

Conventionally, end-to-end processes are tested – as an end user would do when using the application UI. AI products communicate using APIs, web services and messaging middleware via a messaging bus. The UI is generally provided by the AI platform product itself.

Most business rules and functional complexities typically reside in the middle tier. This creates an opportunity to validate business rules and functionality, enhancing coverage at this tier. Since communication between the interacting components or interface layers happens through message transactions, we focused on the following during the AI testing process:

- **Smart virtualization:** In a world of iterative design and development, the application layers, interfaces and data extractions are built over successive iterations through distributed teams. Similarly, enterprise IT teams must be working in parallel preparing for the anticipated changes in the AI product releases. In both cases, a complete interface layer may not always be available for testing. To test the complexities in the interfaces such as human, machine and software, virtualization techniques are useful. Using data, device and server virtualization models, we tested the interfaces by inputting messages directly into a system, thereby simulating end-user action and reducing UI or application dependency.
Looking beyond interface design: Oftentimes, critical business logic resides in various databases, in the form of database objects. Looking beyond, interfaces help simulate any upstream application and data behavior using the communication layer, thus reducing the dependency on upstream applications. Similarly, any downstream check on the data flow can be performed by verifying the status in downstream databases or validating the returning messages. Message-based validation and database object validation techniques are also quite useful.

Validating business functionality: We validated every service or API, parsed and verified messages and queried the status of the service calls in the database.

Checking for nonstandard code usage: Advances in AI are achieved not just due to the availability of large data sets and more computing power, but also due to high-quality open-source libraries, which allow developers to quickly code and test AI models to be used in conjunction with the AI platform. Evolution of AI platforms have also led to proliferation and percolation to the real-world applications that enterprises are starting to use. These practices could bring nonstandard code and data into the enterprise IT environment, and these codes and data need special attention during testing. We established an open-source council with representatives from enterprise IT and business organizations to properly govern the usage of open-source libraries.

Advances in AI are achieved not just due to the availability of large data sets and more computing power, but also due to high-quality open-source libraries, which allow developers to quickly code and test AI models to be used in conjunction with the AI platform.
Experiences: Test design considerations

Today, the digital mandate for enterprises is customer-centricity. Delivering an unmatched customer experience is now imperative for business success. This is an even greater objective in AI adoption.

Examining only attributes such as performance, security, accessibility, etc. is not good enough. Experience assurance should address the complexity that cloud and AI solutions are adding. Functionality of AI systems keeps evolving as systems “learn.” Testing performed in the first iteration therefore may be irrelevant in the second iteration, as the system’s behavior baseline might have moved. In a dynamic situation like this, the testing mechanism should also be based on constant learning from the solution adoption process. We implemented ML-based algorithms (see Figure 6) that analyze code, data, server, test and usage patterns to develop various insights, which in turn are used to activate learning, self-healing and fail-over routines that boost customer experiences.
We found the following design considerations to be very effective in the AI experience testing framework:

- **Engineer for experience, then test for it.** Enterprise AI strategy should be derived from an end-user perspective. So, it is important to make sure that the testing team represents actual customers. Early involvement of customers helps not just the design, but also provides early access to earn trust.

- **Agility and automation should be delivered through a build-test-optimize model.** Testing cycles at the Scrum level should have considerations for user experience. Necessary peer reviews were established to achieve it, which eventually helped implement a build-test-optimize cycle.

- **Continuous security with an Agile approach is critical.** We had the corporate security team part of the Agile teams to (1) own and validate the organization’s threat model developed on the AI product solution at the Scrum level, and (2) evaluate the structural vulnerabilities (from a hypothetical hacker’s point of view) for all the multichannel interfaces that an AI solution architecture may have.

- **Speed is critical.** Attributes of the AI data such as volume, velocity, variety and variability forced preprocessing, parallel/distributed processing and/or stream processing. Testing for performance at all these levels helped optimize the design for the speed that users expect from the system.

- **Nuances of text, voice and video testing are important.** Research suggests that conversational AI remains at the top of corporate agendas, spurred by Amazon Alexa, Google Assistant and others. New technologies such as augmented reality, virtual reality, edge AI, etc. continue to emerge. Testing text, voice, video and NLP systems aligned with potential customer profiles should be deployed. This is especially important when crowd testing may not be a choice.

- **Simulation helps test the limits.** Checking for user scenarios is fundamental in experience assurance. Testing, exceptions, errors and violations helped predict AI system behavior, which in turn helped us validate the error/fault tolerance level of AI applications.

- **Trust, transparency and diversity are the foundations for AI governance.** Critically important activities include verifying the trust that enterprise users develop for the AI outcome, validating the transparency requirements of the data sources and algorithms to reduce the risks and grow confidence in AI, and ensuring diversity in the data sources (by involving testers in checking AI ethics and accuracy). To make all this happen, we made sure to use testers with both increased levels of domain knowledge and the technical know-how of the data, algorithm and integration processes within the larger enterprise IT.

**Looking forward**

Continuous testing is a fundamental requirement for AI platform adoption. When we adopted the modular approach of perfecting the designs of data, algorithm, integration and experience assurance activities, we could create an ecosystem where enterprise IT was much more prepared to accept the frequent changes in internal and external AI components. As testing processes and the tools are continuously enabled by AI and ML techniques, we foresee AI platforms evolving into self-testing and self-healing systems.
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